Second Press Briefing of the international peace movement AND
Invitation to the first international press conferences in Lisboa

The counter actions of the international network No to war – No to NATO are being finalized and will be colorful, creative, huge and non-violent.

The events start on Thursday with a public training of Civil Disobedience (Rossio Square at 16:00), on Friday at 11:00 the opening of the NATO Counter Summit takes place; the events continue on Saturday with a international huge demonstration and end on Sunday with the Peace Assembly (program attached). Throughout the actions, a “camp” will give activists a place to stay and present themselves.

We only act non-violently. The ludicrous labeling of our actions as violent is not effecting our successful political de-legitimization of NATO. In the tradition of Gandhi and Martin Luther King, building on the recent success of Gorleben / Wendland and Stuttgart (both in Germany) we prepare huge, creative, colorful, vibrant and non-violent actions for a change towards peace.

The international peace movement invites you to join our first press conference from Lisboa on Thursday, November 18th at 11:00.
The location of the press conference is: IBIS Lisboa Saldanha, Av. Casal Ribeiro, nº23, 1000-090 Lisboa (PLEASE notice the CHANGE of the location to our first briefing)

Sepakers will be:
Reiner Braun (ICC No to War – No to NATO; IALANA)
Tobias Pflüger (ICC No to War – No to NATO; former MEP)
Andreas Speck (ICC No to War – No to NATO; War Resisters International)

Furthermore, the international peace movement invites you to join our second press conference from Lisboa on Friday, November 19th at 10:00. The location is Escola Secundaria de Camoes (Entrance via Rua do Alm. Barroso).

Speakers will be:
Reiner Braun (ICC No to War – No to NATO; IALANA)
Arielle Denis (ICC No to War – No to NATO; Mouvement de la Paix)
Joseph Gerson (ICC No to War – No to NATO; American Friends Service Committee)

If you are not in Lisboa, but also would like to have first hand information, please participate in our online press briefings (www.no-to-nato.org) and post your questions directly to our speakers:
• Thursday, November 18th, 14-14:30
• Friday, November 19th, 10-10:30
• Saturday, November 20th, 11-11:30
• Saturday, November 20th, 18-18:30
Please find further information enclosed or visit: www.no-to-nato.org
Please also check the attachment with program and internet program.

Contact

For all press information, please contact:

Reiner Braun, Tel. 0049- 172-231 7475, Email: hr.braun@gmx.net
Arielle Denis, Tel. 0033- 68 714 8933, Email: arielle.denis@mvtpaix

Press office (Starting Friday 10:00): Escola Secundária de Camões, Lisboa

Ana Silva: Tel.: 0035-191 647 6882 email: antinatoportugal@gmail.com
Kristine Karch: Tel.: 0049-173-531 3777 email: kristine@kkarch.de

For information on Civil Disobedience contact:
Andreas Speck: Tel. 0044-797 368 3936 email: andreas@wri-irg.org

For information on the Counter Summit and all other events contact: kongress@ialana.de
For information on the camp: lisbonactioncamp@riseup.net

Attachments:
1. Program of the Counter Summit Conference
2. Flyer NATO Livestream
3. Pdf Second Press Briefing